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Climate leadership as a pillar of progressive
foreign policy
Richard Beardsworth

Introduction
I will start with some now common observations (all of which have come up in some form or
other during previous seminars).

1. Britain has entered a new era of international politics and a new international order,
one not yet settled but structured by the relative decline of western powers and the
relative rise of the emerging powers, most importantly China.

2. The last forty years of neoliberalism—whatever its exact political form on the Right or
on the Left—forged a schism, intentionally and unintentionally, between international
and national commitments.

3. The re-alignment of these commitments is at the basis of any forward-looking political
theory of state responsibility and of any progressive foreign policy.

4. The COVID-19 pandemic has required massive state intervention, offering an
ideological opportunity to foreground anew the import of state interventionism in the
re-alignment of the governance of global threats and national security.

5. Solutions to the climate crisis are predicated upon the capacity and agency of the
state—whatever other actors are also involved (IOs, cities, regions, civil society, etc.).

Each of these five points is inextricably related to the others, and a convincing political
narrative of our times will have joined up the dots among them in order to provide vision,
purpose and hope (that is, everyday traction among people). The purpose of this short paper
is less to provide such a normative framework than to suggest a guiding thread for it. I
consider first some important links between points 2, 3 and 4 before turning to the climate
crisis and to climate leadership (respectively, points 5 and 1) as ways to frame direction of
travel. I end with some specific recommendations. I address the question of climate here not
as a climate expert or exponent, but as an international political theorist concerned with
plausible norms.

International/national alignments
The American scholar John Ruggie famously characterized the Bretton Woods system as
‘embedded liberalism’. Despite Nixon abandoning the gold standard in 1972, this system
held throughout the 50s, 60s, and 70s, offering an alignment between post-war national
development and liberal internationalism. For Ruggie, the particularity of the system, forged
at the end of the second world war, lay in a commitment to liberal multilateralism (free trade,
multilateral norms, rules and organizations) that was, at one and the same time, compatible
with active public management of the national economy (the state pursuing internal social
objectives). The two were indeed mutually self-reinforcing: international organization gave
nation-states ‘policy space’ to cushion flows of capital, exchange rate adjustments and
short-term loans from the IMF, while, inversely, national economic stability and state
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welfarism secured the possibility of broader international goals. In the immediate post-war
era this alignment aimed also to strengthen the state capacity of decolonizing countries in
Asia and Africa (particularly). With the acceleration of the Cold War, however, the IMF’s initial
universal aspirations—multilateral organisations and rules with collective membership—were
reduced to a liberal internationalism particular to the northwest of the world, a reduction
elegantly expressed by France’s retrospective ‘les Trente Glorieuses’.  ‘Embedded
liberalism’ ended up providing a normative framework of national and international
commitments for a particular club. Indeed, for many in the south of the world, in Asia, Africa
and Latin America, the success of post-war western national development was predicated
on post-colonial under-development (the Bandung conference of 1955, dependency theory).
This particular alignment between the international and national—'embedded
liberalism’—broke down in the late 1970s with stagflation and the end of capital controls. The
onset of financial globalization underpinned the emerging normative framework of
‘neoliberalism’, set in place by Margaret Thatcher, within which political actors were either
unwilling or unable to assume the duty to govern together national and international
priorities.

It is important both to rehearse and to re-interpret this history in order to gain purchase on
what is happening now and to underscore progressive direction of travel in a now much
wider socio-political international environment. Such a history is well beyond my reach and
expertise, but suffice it to say this here. There has been much talk in the media and among
academics, think tanks and political actors about the ‘decline of the west’ and the ‘end of
liberalism’. This decline is only relative to the rise of the east. More importantly, and from the
perspective of the above history, the ‘decline’ simply translates the dissolution of the western
‘club’ into a wider economic and geopolitical environment, a dissolution that follows the end
of the Cold War and economic globalization. In this sense, as the International Relations
scholars John Ikenberry and Daniel Deudney have convincingly argued, it is a decline of
international liberalism’s own making. The new ordering remains uncertain, and, while no
longer liberal in any hegemonic ideological sense, western countries have still a lot to play
for within this environment. In this geopolitical context Britain’s international commitments
must be aligned again with national development. Inversely, unless there is a new Cold War
(structurally always possible in an anarchic, hierarchical system of states), national
development must work with—not in distinction to—the wider global environment. It is here
that the questions of climate crisis, climate leadership, and sustainable development enter
the narrative, effectively contributing to a new normative framework that will replace, in some
as yet undecided form, that of neoliberalism.

Climate Crisis, Climate Leadership, Sustainable Development
Following the global threat of COVID (crucially), it is above all in the context of the climate
crisis that a new alignment between the national and the international can be best forged. I
suggest the following reasons why (I apologize for the shopping-list format).

As is now well rehearsed in recent IPCC reports and through the last two years of social
movement (global Youth strikes, Extinction Rebellion in the UK, the Sunrise Movement in the
US), progressive planning for a ‘Green New Deal’, and climate legislation among a small but
vociferous number of nations, climate change presents an unprecedented problem in the
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history of human civilization in terms of both time and scale. In 2018 climate and
atmospheric scientists argued that only an average global temperature increase of 1.5°C by
the end of this century was minimal enough to prevent self-determining climate events
(‘tipping events’ that wrest the climate out of human control). On the basis of climate
modelling, it has since become common international fact—in a Trumpist moment a critical
scientific and diplomatic achievement—that this increase requires a global ‘netzero’
reduction in CO2eq emissions by 2050 and, concomitantly, a global average 50% reduction
in CO2eq emissions by 2030. Within the space of thirty years, then, a global transition to
carbon-neutral economies and societies must have been organized. Simply put, national
development and international commitments cannot not be aligned in relation to this
temporal and scalar global challenge. Or to put it less coercively, the timing and scale of
climate solutions requires nothing but a close alignment between national development and
international commitments. In this sense, as the younger generations and existentially
threatened small-island states have well understood, the climate crisis provides the basis for
a new normative framework of national/international governance.

Second, since any GHG emission, from wherever in the world, has an impact on the overall
stock of CO2eq in the atmosphere (the stock informing mitigation calculations), the energy
base of the most localized place has negative or positive global effects.

Third, and inversely, solutions to the global challenge of climate crisis are predominantly
local (I address geoengineering solutionism later). Politically speaking, it matters enormously
that effective global responses to climate change are practiced at national, regional and local
levels, that the predominant response to global climate change is one of place and of local
productive powers. Without place (and what accompanies place economically, socially and
culturally), the international governance of climate change is impossible. Solutions to the
climate crisis offer a singular opportunity for local politics.

The notion of ‘levels’—local, regional, national, global, planetary—has been an oft-used
metaphor for post-national governance theory and practice in the last thirty years. The notion
of ‘subsidiarity’ within EU neo-functionalism is perhaps the most quoted (to manage a
problem at the level that is considered most effective and legitimate). Now, both the climate
crisis and solutions to this crisis constitute an imbrication of material realities and practices.
To take the example of Britain: local (communities, municipalities, businesses), regional
(boroughs, counties), and national (the four nations, the UK) solutions to the threats of
climate change work at scale within this imbrication. To address the scalar and temporal
horizon of solutions to climate change, no one level can work independently of the others.
The forging of links between local, national and international politics is critical.

The Paris Agreement in 2015 (COP21) both captures this reality and leaves several
questions outstanding. The 1997 Kyoto agreement (legally valid from 2005 to 2012)
constituted an international legal treaty among signatory states, founded upon the concept of
‘common but differentiated responsibilities’ (between developed/climate-responsible and
developing/less climate-responsible countries). The failure of COP15 (Copenhagen, 2009) to
orchestrate a post-Kyoto agreement that transcended this distinction led in the ensuing
years to a bottom-up model of national emissions reductions, to be ‘ratcheted up’ through
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international peer rivalry among states. The focus of the Paris Agreement is trained on
national development towards carbon neutrality, through which international collaboration
towards a global public good (planetary health) takes place. In response to the material
imbrication of climate reality, the Paris Agreement offers consequently a
national/international alignment that prioritizes the national in an international ‘race to zero’.
This is the Agreement’s historical importance for any reflection on national development and
international commitments. I come to the outstanding questions in a moment.

To meet the global climate target of the Paris Agreement (revised in 2018 from an average
increase of 2°C to 1.5°C), national development towards ‘carbon neutrality’ must inform all
sectors of the economy and economic and social behavior. The sole national actor that has
the capacity and authority to facilitate and steer this development (financial investment),
coordinate responses to it across society (governance) and integrate sector-wide policies in
a comprehensive, cross-ministerial manner (collective government responsibility) is the
state.  Responding to the climate crisis requires the state qua a progressive agent of change
(the bold comprehensive action of a Green New Deal, for example); it also requires political
leadership that ensures cross-sector, cross-ministerial integration. This is a huge political
challenge for the next thirty years of national political life, especially for democracies
sensitive to individual and collective freedoms.

The Paris Agreement refocuses international attention to a global challenge upon national
development. What it could not do is make clear how the links between national and
international/global levels can operate successfully. The purpose of COP26 (Glasgow,
November 2021) is to review the Paris Agreement and ratchet up ‘climate ambition’:
specifically, the nationally determined contributions of the larger emitters and financial and
technological transfers to the most climate-vulnerable countries in the world. Neither the
global monitoring of nationally determined contributions nor mechanisms to monitor untied
transfers have yet found international agreement among states; the diplomatic success of
the Paris Agreement was predicated, precisely, upon not finding this agreement. And yet, the
re-alignment between the national and the international in a world environment meeting the
global challenge of climate change will increasingly require this institutional coordination.
Without it ‘netzero’ nationalism presents a clear risk. This is an important political challenge
for the next thirty years of international politics.

Here Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable Development Goals are, I suggest, important. The
international climate regime (UNFCCC, IPCC) and the sustainable development regime (the
UN development system as a whole) remain importantly distinct: the first is primarily
concerned with mitigation strategies; the second, with practices of sustainability (with
continued focus on poverty reduction, especially after COVID). That said, with regard to any
concern with national/international alignment in the present geopolitical context, the two
regimes must work in step. The agenda of sustainable development offers, first, a social and
political platform for the expression of mutual interests among partnered countries (for
example, among Britain, East African and West African countries). It offers, second, a
conceptual platform for understanding national development in global terms (something that
the normative framework of ‘embedded liberalism’ failed to do from the 1950s onwards). For,
all countries are in a process of sustainable development, whether developed or developing.
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Indeed, several practices of sustainability are/will be learnt from developing countries and
from indigenous communities in the following decades, reversing several tenets of political
modernity (for example: local food production and the protection of biodiversity). Under the
canopy of sustainable development, there is the possibility, in other words, of a global
narrative that remains at the same time differentiated (more vulnerable/less vulnerable
countries) and within which national/international institutional alignments can make
increasing sense. This is a canopy-vision; the detail may well show it to be implausible. It is
a vision, however—unlike any preceding international vision bar perhaps the single-issue of
nuclear disarmament—that aims to bring together north and south development.

It is in this context, finally, that I wish to situate the ‘problem of China’ (Kerry Brown). After
forty years of rapid and (for many) successful development, the Chinese government is
presenting China as the largest developing nation in the world that has the experience to
help the ‘common future’ of successful developing countries (‘China’s International
Development Cooperation in the New Era’, State Council, 01/2021). Several recent
government publications underline China’s new-found will and ability to partner with world
regions, to cooperate fully with the UN development system, and to act proactively upon the
three pillars of Agenda 2030: the economic, the social and the environmental. All these
actions are considered as a further extension of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), of not
only South-South cooperation, but also, after almost two centuries of national humiliation, ‘of
China going global’ and ‘promoting peaceful development and ecological civilization’ (‘China
and the World in the New Era’, State Council, 09/2019). The Chinese government has,
simply put, seized upon an ideological narrative that aligns national and international
interests and works with a critically important UN agenda. This agenda can be
instrumentalized effectively by the Chinese government because Agenda 2030 speaks of
democracy in the vaguest of terms (a diplomatically decisive inheritance of the failed military
intervention in Libya in the name of humanity). Whether one praises the Chinese
government’s development strategy in distinction to the failures of western structural
adjustment programmes or considers the strategy a classic universalist move to cover its
own particular interests is not the question. The UN development agencies depend
increasingly on Chinese investments, and that dependence has both good and bad effects.
The interesting point lies elsewhere. Chinese geopolitical grand strategy is predicated on
technocratic governance. Its ‘experience’ in national development (‘the largest successful
developing country in the world’, etc.) is now offered to other developing countries as a
‘non-ideological’, ‘a-political’ governance regime in which development problems are solved
through functional expertise. The Chinese government’s domestic separation of the
economic from the political is therefore replicated at the international level. The domestic
political model of Chinese national development since 1978 becomes, in this specific sense,
a new model of economic and techno-scientific globalization. The Chinese government can
therefore speak eloquently of ‘non-ideological peaceful development’, of ‘non-interference’
and ‘defensive harmony’, and of ‘a global community of shared future(s)’ (op cit.). This
eloquence is effective precisely because its prior condition is the marginalization of national
political life—whether in the brutal form of domestic authoritarianism or in the softer form of
international technocratic governance. In response to the climate crisis, the Chinese
government is now committed to netzero CO2eq emissions before 2060 and to making the
BRI ‘green’ with large investment in renewable energies and digital infrastructures. Its
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development model has, that said, not changed. It continues to push predominantly
techno-scientific responses to climate mitigation and adaptation: high-speed electric trains,
trade in rare earth materials, (geo-)engineering the atmosphere for ‘blue skies and rain’, use
of space to gather big data, and so forth. On the one hand, China-led environmentalism is
state-led technocratic governance that asserts control through techno-scientific
development.  On the other hand, the climate reality is that China has become home to more
than half the world’s coal capacity and is presently installing seventy coal-fired power plants
along the China-South Asia and China-Central Asia BRI corridors.

International response to the Chinese government’s development/geopolitical strategy is
important. Both Chinese and Russian governments are past masters in exploiting the shifting
currents of international politics; China has stepped into the recent void of global leadership,
brilliantly exploiting the ‘development gap’, the climate crisis, and the sustainable
development agenda.  I end this section on the type of response required since it brings
together the alignment of the international and the national and progressive foreign policy
with regard to climate leadership and sustainable national development. That international
commitments will be increasingly predicated on the model of national development means
that a middle power like Britain can offer international leadership both through its national
sustainable development and through the type of partnerships it forges with other countries’
sustainable development (commonwealth countries offer several possibilities). The
amalgamation of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office with the Department for
International Development creates problems for untied aid. It provides a self-evident
opportunity, however, to link international cooperation with a foreign policy aligned with
national development. Foremost among climate-relevant policy considerations must not only
be scientific, technological and financial transfers, but partnerships that facilitate social
change and that ensure self-determining practices of sustainability among people (exactly
what Chinese technocratic governance is constitutionally unable to provide).

Implications for the Labour Party
So much for my ‘guiding-thread’ reflection. What are its implications for the British Labour
Party? I would suggest the following.

● New alignments of the national and the international open up alternative normative
frameworks to the embedded liberalism of the 50s-70s and to the neoliberalism that
replaced it from the 1990s onwards. With other actors, the Labour leadership should
actively work to define and put in place such a normative framework.

● International commitments and national development must be re-aligned. This
re-alignment means: international commitments must be predicated on national
development and national development must be compatible with broader global
goals.

● The climate crisis, the 2050 horizon of planetary ‘netzero’ society and the 2030
sustainable development agenda provide, together, the concrete terms through which
this alignment can be made effective (reflection around the ‘New Green Deal’ and
‘Just Transition’ present two clear domestic pathways towards this alignment).
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● The climate crisis and the present climate regime provide the occasion for climate
leadership among nations, one that is distinct from, but dovetails with leadership on
sustainable development. Embracing its ‘middle-power’ status, a Labour government
can commit at one and the same time to national (sustainable) development and
international (sustainable) development.  As present cuts in aid make clear, there will
always be trade-offs between national development and international commitment.
Labour can nevertheless make clear the overall normative framework within which it
aims to pursue government.

● This modest leadership may require a proactive response to Chinese technocratic
governance, strongly collaborating with the Chinese government to provide functional
global public goods, determinedly resisting the Chinese government on social and
political issues that are life-defining for its own understanding of national
development. In the new international ordering, such a response may require close
ideological and material alliance with the United States. Labour must be ready to
develop these anew now (the Biden Plan around ‘just transition’ to a clean energy
economy offers a clear opportunity; the 2022 Congress elections indicate the nature
of the challenge, etc.).

● In response to the climate crisis, in relation to the 2050 horizon of netzero CO2eq
emissions, and in partnership with environmental activism, Labour should emphasize
more the importance of real carbon emissions reductions and of change in social
behavior and emphasize less delayed ‘offsetting’ through techno-scientific innovation,
geo-engineering (for example, carbon capture and storage) and international credits.
Both technological innovation and social change are necessary to reach 2050
targets, but greater emphasis on one rather than the other may quickly become a
defining political trait this decade. With concerted emphasis on just transition and
social change, Labour could offer a model of national sustainable development that is
socio-politically challenging, real, and people oriented.

● In the same vein Labour should emphasize the need for staggered, short-term goals
to achieve netzero CO2eq emissions by 2050, and, in line with its model of national
development, could propose these as international benchmarks, to be monitored by
international organization.


